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Abstract—Smart grid has emerged as the next generation
of power grid, due to its reliability, flexibility, and efficiency.
However, smart grid faces some critical security challenges such as
the message injection attack and the replay attack. If these challenges cannot be properly addressed, an adversary can maliciously
launch the injected or replayed message attacks to degrade the
performance of smart grid. To cope with these challenging issues,
in this paper, we propose an efficient authentication scheme that
employs the Merkle hash tree technique to secure smart gird communication. Specifically, the proposed authentication scheme considers the smart meters with computation-constrained resources
and puts the minimum computation overhead on them. Detailed
security analysis indicates its security strength, namely, resilience
to the replay attack, the message injection attack, the message
analysis attack, and the message modification attack. In addition,
extensive performance evaluation demonstrates its efficiency in
terms of computation complexity and communication overhead.
Index Terms—Authentication, Merkle hash tree, smart grid.

I. I NTRODUCTION

D

UE TO the lack of effective real-time diagnosis and healing, the traditional power grid is sporadically suffering
from failures and blackouts. For example, on August 14, 2003,
power system outage affected large portions of the Northeastern
U.S. and Canada, which ultimately caused a $6 billion loss in
economic revenue [1]. Recently, smart grid has attracted increasing attention [2]–[5]. Compared with the traditional power
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grid, smart grid is featured with many attractive characteristics,
e.g., self-monitoring, self-healing, remote check, pervasive control, and more customer choices [6]–[9]. Smart grid is expected
to be the next generation of power system.
In the traditional power grid, the architecture is featured with
the one-way electrical flows, i.e., electricity utility only delivers
power to the consumers. In addition to the one-way electrical
flows, smart grid also provides an attractive feature, i.e., twoway information flow communication. As depicted in Fig. 1,
parallel to the one-way power flows, two-way information flow
sharing is also implemented. In the two-way information flow
sharing, the neighborhood gateway can collect electricity consumption reports from the customers via a wireless connection.
Then, the neighborhood gateway sends the electricity reports to
the control center via a wired link with high bandwidth and low
delay. Based on the statistics and analysis of the aforementioned
electricity reports, the control center can further respond the
real-time pricing information to the customers for their lower
electricity bills, or send the control information to flatten the
demand peak [10], [11].
The consumption-reporting device at the customer side is
called the smart meter, which is vulnerable to malicious operations, e.g., the meter’s reading modification [12]. Currently,
in the U.S., such reading modifications have resulted in a
$6 billion loss [13]. It is indispensable for electricity utility to
prevent the malicious operations. Furthermore, with a mass of
smart meters being deployed in the smart grid, the malicious
operations become more sophisticated. For instance, a large
number of replayed/injected electricity consumption reports
might maliciously be sent to the control center. If the attacks
cannot be detected, the control center will be misled and make
incorrect decisions, such as send a false pricing information to
the customers. Therefore, it is extremely important to develop
an authentication scheme to detect the replayed/injected messages. In addition, a smart meter is only equipped with limited
resources, i.e., a computation-constrained microprocessor, a
small memory, a low computational capacity, etc. However,
the computation overhead is heavy for the smart meter. For
example, the initial deployments of the advanced metering
infrastructure in Ontario, Canada, support meter readings at
5–60-min intervals [14]. The next generation of smart meters is
planning to reduce these time intervals to 1 min or even less.
Thus, the developed authentication scheme should minimize
computation overhead on the smart meters.
In this paper, we address the aforementioned challenging issues by proposing an efficient authentication scheme
for securing communication between the customers and the
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Fig. 1. Communication architecture for smart grid.

neighborhood gateway. Specifically, the contributions of this
paper are twofold.
1) First, we propose a novel authentication scheme, where
the Merkle hash tree technique is leveraged to facilitate
the authentication implementation. The security analysis
indicates that the proposed scheme can resist the replay
attack, the message injection attack, the message analysis
attack, and the message modification attack.
2) Second, extensive performance evaluation demonstrates
that the proposed authentication scheme can achieve less
communication overhead and dramatically reduce computation cost compared with the traditional authentication
scheme, e.g., Rivest–Shamir–Adleman (RSA)-based authentication [15].
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In
Section II, we present the system model, the threat model, and
the design goal. Then, we propose the authentication scheme in
Section III, followed by the security analysis and performance
evaluation in Sections IV and V, respectively. We also present
related works in Section VI. Finally, we draw our conclusions
in Section VII.
II. M ODELS AND D ESIGN G OAL
Here, we present the system model, the threat model, and the
design goal.
A. System Model
In our system model, we focus on how the neighborhood gateway detects the replay attack, authenticates the
source of electricity consumption reports, and ensures the
reports’ confidentiality and integrity. Specifically, as shown
in Fig. 2, we consider a neighborhood area that covers a

Fig. 2.

System model.

neighborhood gateway connected with m home area networks
(HANs).
1) The neighborhood gateway is equipped with a database
for storing the detection and authentication information.
The main functions of the neighborhood gateway are
the replay attack detection, the message source authentication, and the message confidentiality and integrity
guarantee.
2) Each HAN is equipped with a smart meter, which contains a processor, nonvolatile storage, and communication
facilities. The smart meter can collect the electricity
consumption report at small timescales, e.g., every 15 min
[14], and send the report to the neighborhood gateway.
Note that the sent report is featured with a certain format.
We assume that the neighborhood gateway knows the
certain format, which can help the neighborhood gateway
detect the reports’ integrity.
Communication between the HAN and the neighborhood
gateway is through relatively inexpensive WiFi technology.
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Within the WiFi coverage of the neighborhood gateway, each
HAN user can directly communicate with the neighborhood
gateway. Meantime, the neighborhood gateway is equipped
with a high-power server, e.g., with the Inter Core i7 CPU
and 6-GB random access memory (RAM). The smart meter
has limited resource, e.g., MSP430-F4270, 8-KB RAM, and
120-KB Flash memory [16].
For the smart meter, the computational efficiency should
be considered, due to the limited computation resources. In
addition, for the neighborhood gateway, since hundreds of
electricity consumption reports will be synchronously collected, the computational efficiency is also a challenging
issue.
Fig. 3. Merkle hash tree.

B. Threat Model
In our threat model, we assume that both the neighborhood
gateway and the HAN users cannot be compromised. We consider a global external adversaryA as follows.
1) Global indicates that the adversary A has full communication information of the whole smart grid.
2) External indicates that the adversary A can capture
the communication messages between the neighborhood
gateway and the HAN users, but not compromise the
database of any HAN user.
Specifically, we consider that the adversary A can launch the
following attacks.
1) Replay attack: The external adversary A captures the
previous message and replays the out-of-date messages
to the neighborhood gateway.
2) Message injection attack: The external adversary A sends
fabricated messages to the neighborhood gateway. If the
messages cannot be filtered, the control center might
ultimately be misled and make incorrect decisions. It is
essential to develop an efficient authentication technique
to identify the illegitimate message source.
3) Message analysis attack: After eavesdropping a message
from a HAN user, the external adversary A makes an
attempt to recover the electricity consumer report. In this
way, the privacy of the HAN user can be compromised.
4) Message modification attack: The external adversary A
captures a message from a HAN user and attempts to
tamper the message.
C. Design Goal
Under the aforementioned models, our design goal is to
develop an efficient authentication scheme for smart grid.
Specifically, the following two desirable objectives should be
achieved.
1) The proposed scheme should be secure in the threat
model. As previously stated, if the threats cannot be detected and excluded in the smart grid, the performance of
smart grid will be degraded. Thus, the proposed scheme
should resist the replay attack, the message injection
attack, the message analysis attack, and the message
modification attack.

2) The proposed scheme should achieve computation effectiveness. The smart meter is equipped with a limited computation resource. Therefore, the computation overhead
of the neighborhood gateway is also a challenging issue,
since hundreds of HAN user electricity consumption
reports will be synchronously collected to the neighborhood gateway. Therefore, the proposed scheme should
consider the computation effectiveness in both the smart
meter and the neighborhood gateway.
III. P ROPOSED AUTHENTICATION S CHEME
Here, we will propose our efficient authentication scheme,
which consists of three phases: system initialization, report generation, neighborhood gateway authentication. Before describing them, we first review the Merkle hash tree technique [17],
which will serve as the basis of the proposed authentication
scheme.
A. Merkle Hash Tree Technique
The main idea of Merkle hash tree is to construct a tree
based on a one-way cryptographic hash function h(.) [18].
Then, each leaf node can be verified through its authentication
path information (API). Since only the hash functions are
computed, the computation cost of verification is very low.
We illustrate the construction and application of the Merkle
hash tree through an example. As shown in Fig. 3, the values
of the eight leaf nodes are the message hashes, i.e., hi =
h(Di )(i = 1, . . . , 8), respectively. The values of internal nodes
are derived from their child nodes. For instance, the value
of the node N3,4 is h3,4 = h(h3 |h4 ), and the value of the
root node N1,8 is h1,8 = h(h1,4 |h5,8 ). Each leaf node can be
verified with h1,8 and the corresponding API. For instance,
the node N1 can be authenticated by the server who stores
h1,8 as follows: N1 sends D1 and the corresponding API =
h2 , h3,4 , h5,8  to the server. Then, the server can check the authenticity of node N1 by first computing h1 , h1,2 = h(h1 |h2 ),
h1,4 = h(h1,2 |h3,4 ), h1,8 = h(h1,4 |h5,8 ). And then, the server
checks whether the computed h1,8 is the same as the existing h1,8 . The server accepts N1 , only if the two values are
equal.
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TABLE I
HAN U SER E LECTRICITY R EPORT C OLLECTION

TABLE II
HAN U SER AUTHENTICATION I NFORMATION

Fig. 4. System initialization.

B. Description of the Authentication Scheme
1) System Initialization: Based on the system model in
Section II-A, the following steps are performed to initialize the
system.
Step 1: For each HAN user Ui (i = 1, . . . , m), Ui securely
communicates with the neighborhood gateway by running
the Diffie–Hellman key establishment protocol [19]. Subsequently, a shared session key Ki is generated between
Ui and the neighborhood gateway. Meantime, the symmetric encryption and decryption algorithms, e.g., Advanced
Encryption Standard (AES) [20], are shared by Ui and
the neighborhood gateway. Let Enc and Dec denote the
encryption and decryption algorithms, respectively.
Step 2: As depicted in Fig. 4, each HAN user Ui (i = 1, . . . , m)
constructs a Merkle hash tree with 128 leaf nodes in the
following manner:
1) Ui randomly chooses 128 numbers rj ∈ Z∗q (j =
1, . . . , 128), where rj has the same size as the
electricity consumption report. Then, Ui picks 128
predefined timestamps T Sj (j = 1, . . . , 128). How to
predefine the timestamps will be described in Step 3.
2) Ui generates the AES ciphertexts Cj with the session
key Ki , where Cj = EncKi (rj T Sj ) [20]. Then, Ui
computes the value of 128 leaf nodes, which are the
cryptographic message hashes, i.e., hj = h(Cj )(j =
1, . . . , 128), respectively.
3) Ui computes the value of internal nodes, which are
derived from their child nodes. For example, the value
of node N1,2 is h1,2 = h(h1 |h2 ), and h127,128 =
h(h127 |h128 ). Thus, Ui can recursively compute the
values of the tree from the leaf nodes to the root node.
Finally, the value of the root node is computed, i.e.,
h1,128 = h(h1,64 |h65,128 ).
Step 3: In order to achieve the real-time electricity consumption report collection, every t minutes, e.g., t = 15 min,
each HAN user Ui should collect the electricity report
and send it to the neighborhood gateway. Thus, there
are 96 electricity report collections every day. Therefore,
among the 128 leaf nodes, 96 leaf nodes are used as Ui ’s

electricity report collection for every 15-min interval. The
other 32 leaf nodes are stored for other purposes, such as
urgent electricity report collections. As shown in Table I,
Ui creates a table in its local database. The table’s data
structure is in the form of (T S, r, C, AP I), where T S,
r, and C denote the collection time of electricity report,
the corresponding random number, and the corresponding
ciphertext of r, respectively, and AP I is the authentication
path information. For example, at 0:00, r, C, and AP I are
r1 , C1 , and h2 , h3,4 , h5,8 , h9,16 , h17,32 , h33,64 , h65,128 ,
respectively.
Step 4: Ui generates the ciphertext C of the root node
value h1,128 with the session key Ki [20], where C =
EncKi (h1,128 ). Then, Ui securely sends C to the neighborhood gateway.
Step 5: After receiving C from Ui , the neighborhood gateway
first decrypts C with the session key Ki to get the root
value h1,128 , where h1,128 = DecKi (C). Then, the neighborhood gateway creates a table in its local database. As
shown in Table II, the table’s data structure is in the form
of (ID, Root Value, Set of Hash(Cj )), where ID and Root
Value are the identity of Ui and the hash tree’s root value
of Ui , respectively, and Set of Hash(Cj ) is the hash set
of previously received Cj . The initialized set of Hash(Cj )
is null.
Report Generation: In order to achieve the real-time electricity consumption collection, as shown in Fig. 5, every 15 min,
HAN user Ui (i = 1, . . . , m) performs the following steps:
Step 1: According to the current time T Sj , Ui searches Table I
to get rj , Cj , and AP Ij . Then, Ui uses the smart meters to
collect the electricity consumption report Dj and computes
Sj = rj ⊕ Dj .
Step 2: Ui sends the encrypted electricity consumption report
Ui Cj Sj AP Ij to the neighborhood gateway.
Neighborhood Gateway Authentication: Upon receiving the
encrypted electricity consumption report Ui Cj Sj AP Ij , the
neighborhood gateway performs the following steps:
Step 1: Replay attack detection. With the detecting process in
Algorithm 1, the neighborhood gateway can identify the
replay attack.
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Report generation.

Algorithm 1 Replay attack detection
1: procedure R EPLAY ATTACK DETECTION
2:
According to ID = Ui , the neighborhood gateway
searches Table II in the local database.
3:
if the returned result is Null then
4:
This message is damaged and the algorithm
terminates. Then the neighborhood discards the message.
5:
else
6:
The corresponding set of Hash(Cj ) is returned.
Then the neighborhood gateway computes h(Cj ).
7:
end if
8:
if the returned set of Hash(Cj ) is Null then
9:
The corresponding root value is returned
and the algorithm terminates.
10:
else if h(Cj ) is the element of the returned set of
Hash(Cj ) then
11:
The replay attack is detected and the algorithm
terminates.
12:
else
13:
Then the corresponding root value is returned
and the algorithm terminates.
14:
end if
15: end procedure
An illustration example of Algorithm 1 is presented in
Table III. Let ID = U2 and h(Cj ) = e. First, according to ID =
U2 , the neighborhood gateway searches Table III, and a matching ID can be found in Table III. Then, the corresponding set of
Hash(Cj ) is returned. Because the returned set of Hash(Cj ) is
d, e, f, g which is not null, the elements of d, e, f, g will be
compared with h(Cj ) one by one. Since e is already in the set
of Hash(Cj ), the report is a replayed one and will be discarded.
Step 2: Message source authentication. On receiving the returned root value, the neighborhood gateway can authenticate the message source in conjunction with h(Cj ) and
AP Ij . For example, the neighborhood gateway, which has
stored the value of the root node h1,128 , needs to authenticate U1 in conjunction with h(C1 ) and AP I1 , where
AP I1 = h2 , h3,4 , h5,8 , h9,16 , h17,32 , h33,64 , h65,128 . The

Fig. 6. Message confidentiality and integrity guarantee.

neighborhood gateway can authenticate U1 by, in turn,
computing
h1,2 = h (h(C1 )|h2 )
h1,4 = h(h1,2 |h3,4 )
h1,8 = h(h1,4 |h5,8 )
h1,16 = h(h1,8 |h9,16 )
h1,32 = h(h1,16 |h17,32 )
h1,64 = h(h1,32 |h33,64 )
h1,128 =, h(h1,64 |h65,128 ).

(1)

Then, the neighborhood gateway checks whether the
computed h1,128 is the same as the existing h1,128 . The
neighborhood gateway accepts the report, only if the two
values are equal. Finally, the neighborhood gateway inserts
h(Cj ) into the set of Hash(Cj ) of Table II.
Step 3: Message confidentiality and integrity guarantee. As
depicted in Fig. 6, the neighborhood gateway performs the
following operations:
1) The neighborhood gateway runs AES decryption
algorithm Dec to decrypt the received ciphertext Cj .
With the session key Ki , the plaintext can be recovered by computing DecKi (Cj ) [20]. The plaintext is
in the form of rj T Sj .
2) The neighborhood gateway checks the current local
time T S  to detect whether the received message
is fresh or not. We assume that θ is the predefined
time limit. Then, the neighborhood gateway checks
whether T S  − T Sj ≤ θ; if it holds, the neighborhood gateway accepts the fresh rj ; else, discards rj .
3) The neighborhood gateway computes Ui ’s electricity
consumption report Dj = rj ⊕ Sj . It is easily verified that Dj = rj ⊕ Sj = rj ⊕ (rj ⊕ Dj ) = Dj . As
described in Section II-A, the electricity report is featured with a certain format, which is also known by
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TABLE III
E XAMPLE OF D ETECTING R EPLAY ATTACK

the neighborhood gateway. Thus, the neighborhood
gateway can compare Dj ’s format with the existing
one. If the comparison result is positive, the neighborhood gateway accepts the message; otherwise, it
discards it.
IV. S ECURITY A NALYSIS
Here, we analyze the security properties of the proposed
authentication scheme. In particular, following the threat model
discussed earlier, we are most concerned with how the proposed
authentication scheme can resist the replay attack, the message
injection attack, the message analysis attack, and the message
modification attack.
A. Proposed Authentication Scheme can Resist the
Replay Attack
In the proposed authentication scheme, after receiving the
message Ui Cj Sj AP Ij , the neighborhood gateway runs
Algorithm 1 to detect the replay attack. First, the neighborhood
gateway computes h(Cj ). Then, according to the ID = Ui , the
neighborhood gateway searches Table II and compares h(Cj )
with the elements of the returned set of Hash(Cj ) one by one;
if an equal value has been existing in the set of Hash(Cj ), the
replay attack is detected. Because the set of Hash(Cj ) covers
all previously received h(Cj ), a message is considered as a
replayed one if it is equal to any one of the set of Hash(Cj ).
Therefore, the proposed authentication scheme can resist the
replay attack.
B. Proposed Authentication Scheme can Resist the Message
Injection Attack
In the proposed authentication scheme, after the replay attack
detection, the neighborhood gateway will authenticate the message source. As described in Section III-A, With h(Cj ), AP Ij ,
and h1,128 , the neighborhood gateway can, in turn, compute
hash values along the path from the leaf node to the root node.
In the end, h1,128 can be computed. Then, the computed h1,128
is compared with the existing h1,128 . If the two values are equal,
the message source is considered to be a legitimate HAN user;
otherwise, a message injection attack is detected. Since the
external adversary A cannot compromise the database of the
HAN user to steal the secret information and the Merkle hash
tree authentication is proved to be secure [17], A cannot pass
the authentication process.
Note that, if an external adversary A compromises the
communications between Ui and the neighborhood gateway
and captures the message Ui Cj Sj AP Ij , A can fabricate

a message, denoted by Cj so that h(Cj ) = h(Cj ), which is
called a collision, then sends the fabricated message in the form
of Ui Cj Sj AP Ij . As state above, this type of attack cannot
be detected. In the following, we will prove the probability of
h(Cj ) = h(Cj ) is negligible.
In the proposed authentication scheme, the hash function h(.)
adopts a 128-bit cryptographic hash function [21]. Therefore,
for a random message m, there are 2128 possible values for
h(m). Here, we demonstrate how many fabricated messages
have been delivered to the neighborhood gateway when the
collision, i.e., h(Cj ) = h(Cj ), occurs. We assume that P (n)
is the probability that more than one collision occurs after n
fabricated messages were sent to the neighborhood gateway.
Let Ej denote the event that the jth fabricated message collides
with h(Cj ). Then, P r[Ej ] = (j − 1)/2128 , and
P (n) = P r[E1 ∨ E2 ∨ · · · ∨ En ]
≤ P r[E1 ] ∨ P r[E2 ] ∨ · · · ∨ P r[En ]
0
1
n−1
+ 128 + · · · + 128
2128
2
2
n(n − 1)
=
.
2129
≤

(2)

As shown in (2), the upper bound of the collision probability
P (n) grows with O(2−129 n2 ). When P (n) → 1/2, n2 ≈ 2128 .
Thus, n ≈ 264 . Therefore, after at least 264 fabricated messages
were launched to the neighborhood gateway, a collision might
occur with 50% chance. Note that Cj varies every 15 min. As
a result, in the limited time period, the collision probability is
negligible.
In summary, the proposed authentication scheme can resist
the message injection attack.
C. Proposed Authentication Scheme can Resist the Message
Analysis Attack
In the proposed authentication scheme, each HAN user Ui
sends the encryption message Cj to the neighborhood gateway,
where Cj = EncKi (rj T Sj ) is the AES ciphertext encrypted
by the session key Kj [20]. Since AES encryption algorithm
is secure, the external adversary A cannot recover the plaintext
rj T Sj without the session key Kj . Thus, A cannot recover
the electricity consumption report by computing Dj = rj ⊕ Sj .
Therefore, the proposed authentication scheme can resist the
message analysis attack.
D. Proposed Authentication Scheme can Resist the Message
Modification Attack
In the proposed authentication scheme, each HAN user Ui
sends a message to the neighborhood gateway in the form
of Ui Cj Sj AP Ij . After receiving the message, the neighborhood gateway first decrypts Cj with the session key Ki
to recover the plaintext rj T Sj , and then, the neighborhood
gateway computes the electricity consumption report Dj =
rj ⊕ Sj . Furthermore, the neighborhood gateway checks Dj ’s
format. Because the format is certain, unless Cj and/or Sj were
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TABLE IV
E XECUTION T IME OF C RYPTOGRAPHIC O PERATIONS

tampered by the external adversary A, the format check will be
positive. Therefore, by the format check, the proposed authentication scheme can resist the message modification attack.
V. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
The proposed authentication scheme provides three functions, i.e., the replay attack detection, the message source
authentication, and the message confidentiality and integrity
guarantee. Here, we focus on investigating the authentication
performance. Since the RSA algorithm was suggested to secure smart grid [15], we compare the proposed authentication
scheme with the RSA-based authentication scheme, in terms of
the computation complexity of the HAN user and the neighborhood gateway, and the communication overhead between the
HAN user and the neighborhood gateway.

Fig. 7. Computation cost of the HAN users.

A. Computation Complexity
For the proposed authentication scheme and the RSA-based
scheme, since the RSA signing, RSA signature verifying, and
the cryptographic hash computations dominate the computation
complexity, we only count the number of these operations in the
assessment of computation performance.
In the proposed authentication scheme, since the HAN user
only performs the electricity consumption report collection
and EXCLUSIVE - OR operation, the computation complexity is
negligible. On the other hand, for the neighborhood gateway, it
costs seven hashes to compute the hash value of the root node.
However, in the RSA-based authentication scheme, the HAN
user needs to perform an RSA signature to sign the electricity
consumption. For the neighborhood gateway, it performs an
RSA signature verification to verify the signature.
Experiments have been conducted to study the execution
time. Table IV gives the observed processing time. The implementation was executed on an Intel Pentium IV 3.0-GHz
machine [22].
Fig. 7 shows the computation costs of the HAN users. As
we can see, in the RSA-based authentication scheme, with
the increasing number of HAN users, the total computation
cost significantly increases. On the contrary, in the proposed
scheme, the computation cost is constantly low. For instance,
when the number of HAN users hits 4000, the computation
cost of the RSA-based scheme is relatively high (9000 ms)
in contrast with a significantly low value (near to zero) for
the proposed scheme. The RSA-based scheme experiences
higher computation cost due to the time-consuming RSA signature computation. Therefore, the proposed scheme enables
the resource-restrained HAN user more lightweight.
Fig. 8 shows the computation cost of the neighborhood
gateway for different number of HAN users. It can be easily
seen that the proposed scheme achieves lower computation cost.

Fig. 8. Computation cost of the neighborhood gateway.

For example, when the number of HAN users reaches 4000,
the computation cost of the proposed scheme is only 0.36 ms,
but 400 ms in the RSA-based scheme. The proposed scheme
experiences lower computation cost due to the efficient Merkle
hash tree authentication. Thus, the proposed scheme achieves
more computation-efficient neighborhood gateway than the
RSA-based scheme.
B. Communication Overhead
In the proposed authentication scheme, the HAN user sends
the message to the neighborhood gateway in the form of
Ui Cj Sj AP Ij . Note that Ui Cj Sj is served for detecting the replay attack and assuring message confidentiality
and integrity and only AP Ij is served for authenticating the
message source. As stated in Table I, AP Ij includes seven
128-bit cryptographic hash values. Thus the total communication overhead is 128 × 7 = 896 bits. In comparison, in the
RSA-based authentication scheme, the HAN user sends an RSA
signature to the neighborhood gateway. Considering the popular
security, we choose 1024 bits as the size of RSA signature.
Fig. 9 depicts the communication overhead at a given neighborhood gateway for different number of HAN users. When the
number of HAN users is small, the communication overhead is
low in both the proposed scheme and the RSA-based scheme.
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Fig. 9. Comparison of communication overhead.

Then, the communication overhead increases with the increased
HAN users. However, it should be noted that the increase is
much faster in the case of the RSA-based scheme. For example,
when 2000 HAN users are considered for the given neighborhood gateway, the communication overhead of the RSA-based
scheme is 2000 Kb, but only 1750 Kb in the proposed scheme.
The RSA-based scheme bears a higher communication overhead because of the RSA signature included in the message.
VI. R ELATED W ORKS
Merkle hash tree [17] is well known for achieving secure and
computation-efficient verification. It has been applied in many
research works [23]–[25]. These works have led the following
authentication schemes [26], [27]. Xu et al. [26] proposed
a hash-tree-based authentication scheme in Session Initiation
Protocol (SIP). The scheme can be used in SIP entities, which
have less computation power and limited memory. Lin and
Sung [27] developed an efficient source authentication scheme
for multicast based on Merkle hash tree. The scheme can reduce
both communication and computation costs, comparing with
other source authentication schemes.
On the other hand, authentication is also essential for smart
grid. Because not all the entities in the smart grid are trusted,
for a secure smart grid communication, it is indispensable to
verify whether the parties involved in communication are the
exact entities they appear to be. Therefore, an authentication
technique should be developed, so that the attackers cannot
impersonate legitimate entities in the smart grid. Hamlyn et al.
[28] proposed a new utility computer network security management and authentication, which can be used for actions or commands requests in smart grid operations. Ayday and Rajagopal
[29] proposed three secure, intuitive, and low-cost device authentication mechanisms for the HAN part of the smart grid
networks. These mechanisms are resilient to adversarial behavior, including man-in-the-middle and impersonation attacks.
Li and Cao [30] developed a multicast authentication in the
smart grid with a one-time signature. The scheme can reduce
the storage cost and the signature size and flexibly allocate
the computations between the sender and the receiver based
on their computing resources. Fouda et al. [31] proposed a
message authentication scheme for smart grid communications.

Based on the Diffie–Hellman key establishment protocol, the
scheme allows smart meters to make mutual authentication and
achieve message authentication with low latency and a few
signal messages exchanging.
Different from the aforementioned authentication schemes
in smart grid, in this paper, we have considered extra security
requirements, i.e., the replay attack detection, the message
source authentication, and the message confidentiality and integrity guarantee. Furthermore, we have focused on reducing
the computation cost on the resource-restrained smart meters
and proposed an efficient authentication scheme where the
neighborhood gateway can authenticate the message source
through the Merkle hash tree technique. The proposed authentication technique is more lightweight than the RSA-based
authentication.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed an efficient authentication
scheme tailored for the requirements of secure smart grid.
Detailed security analysis shows that the proposed authentication scheme can resist the replay attack, the message injection attack, the message analysis attack, and the message
modification attack. Extensive performance evaluation further
demonstrates its efficiency in terms of computation complexity
and communication overhead. For our future work, we will
explore other challenging security issues in smart grid, such as
the denial of service attack.
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